joint CETA-education set-aside between the CETA and educational Systems äs a means of addressing the dropout problem; involvement of labor organizations in youth programs, in particular in developing and restructuring Job classifications, äs a means of preventing wage and Job displacement of adult workers by youth programs; involvement of community-based organizations (CBOs) and other local/ stäte, and nationally organized groups in the planning and delivery of YEDPA programs, äs a means of maintaining constituency support in the CETA system; and involvement of other federal agencies in the administration of YEDPA programs äs a means of coordinating diverse federal activities around the youth employment issue.
In its final form the YEDPA legislation was an assemblage of the many and somewhat divergent congressional interests from which it originated. It charged the Department of Labor with two functions: to conduct research and demonstration projects in coordination with diverse federal, s täte, and local organi2ations, in order to find out what methods work best for youths; and, at the same time, to mount large-scale new programs to meet the iromediate employment needs of youths. YEDPA provided substantial resources and discretionary authority; specification of whom to serve, but little guidance äs to how; and a one-year time limit.
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF YEDPA NATIONALLY
Several conditions that characterized the CETA system during the period of YEDPA Implementation and early operations strained the capability of the system nationally and locally to both administer regulär CETA programs and mount the new YEDPA programs. These conditions also limited what could reasonably be expected from YEDPA's rather ambitious research and demonstration agenda.
The passage of YEDPA in 1977 represented a reversal of the control of employment and training programs granted to local prime Sponsors 4 years earlier. With the enactment of CETA in 1973, Congress had effectively turned federal employment and training programs over to local control by changing from categorical to block-grant funding. This grant of authority to states and localities was reinforced in other federal programs äs categorical programs were switched to block grants, The YEDPA legislation, with its increased program requirements and target group specifications, challenged this (relatively new) control of local prime Sponsors over which parts of the youth Population to serve and how. It also significantly increased their workload äs new reporting requirements for these programs were imposed on a system geared to different requirements.
In addition to the YEDPA mandate to serve specific target groups of youths, which rnany considered a recategorization of youth Services, YEDPA required that prime Sponsors also maintain Services to youth participants in regulär CETA programs at their previously established levels. Many stäte and local administrators perceived this effective increase in Services to youths äs disproportionate when other subgroups were also in need of Services. Although YEDPA substantially increased

